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The threading screw dislocation in AlN and InN, two technologically important nitride-based materials, has
been studied using first-principles calculations. By performing a comprehensive search for the most stable core
configuration, several original core structures have been obtained depending on experimental conditions. In Al-rich
and In-rich conditions, screw dislocation cores exhibit a metalliclike character, predicted to provide pathways
to leakage currents in III-N based electronic devices. Specifical to AlN, most stable core geometries in N-rich
conditions are shown to contain nitrogen atoms organized like nitrogen molecules. Finally, our investigations
revealed that in InN dislocation cores are associated to partial or complete closure of the gap and to the injection
of electrons into the bulk conduction band.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.064607
I. INTRODUCTION
III-nitride binary compounds GaN, AlN, and InN, and their
alloys, form an important class of materials, at the core of
numerous optoelectronic applications. The critical property is
their direct band gap with energies allowing for light-emitting
devices (LED) and detectors in a spectral range from near
infrared to deep ultraviolet (for a recent review, see [1]).
GaN blue-light LEDs probably represent the most famous
successful example of applications, but III-nitrides are also
prospects for technological developments in numerous other
domains such as biochemistry, electronics, medicine, solar
energy conversion, etc. The efficiency of III-nitrides based
devices usually strongly depends on the crystalline quality of
the materials, and there is an intense research activity devoted
to reducing the presence of structural defects and impurities
through diverse strategies. Active layers in devices are typically
obtained by heteroepitaxial growth on substrates like sapphire
or silicon. Due to lattice parameters and thermal expansion
coefficients mismatches, threading dislocations can hardly be
avoided. These defects can act as nonradiative recombination
centers, thus decreasing the light emitting efficiency. They
can also induce segregation and diffusion of impurities and
dopants. Furthermore, it has also been shown that dislocations
could exhibit a metallic character along the dislocation line,
thus acting as a pathway for leakage current [2–4].
The detrimental influence of threading dislocations moti-
vated numerous investigations, both experimentally and theo-
retically, mainly on gallium nitride. In particular, edge dislo-
cations have been extensively studied, because their influence
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on electronic properties, and by extension on the performance
of light-emitting devices, triggered a long time debate. Three
possible structures have been identified for the edge dislocation
[5,6], and it is commonly agreed that all three could exist in
GaN, depending on experimental conditions and the presence
of dopants [7–13]. For edge dislocations in other nitride
materials, the literature is rather limited, although there have
been investigations on AlN [14], InN [15,16], and ternary
nitride alloys [17].
The prismatic screw dislocation received less attention
in comparison, and its influence on electronic properties is
not fully understood [18]. In a pioneering study, Elsner and
co-workers reported an open-core configuration, centered on
one hexagon, as the most stable state [5,19]. Next, this result
was confirmed by Northrup, although he also proposed an
alternative Ga-filled core, lower in energy in Ga-rich conditions
[20,21]. A few years later, atomistic calculations suggested
that a new dislocation core structure, centered on a Ga–N
bond, could be more stable [10,22]. At last, more recent
investigations by Matsubara and co-workers revealed that,
in N-rich conditions, the lowest energy structure would be
obtained by removing atoms from this bond-centered core
[23,24].
This is a good illustration of the main difficulty with nitride
materials, that is the variety of possible dislocation core ge-
ometries, in particular when considering that dislocation cores
could be nonstoichiometric. Yet it is a prerequisite to determine
the structure of these dislocation cores, before trying to under-
stand how dislocations could influence electronic properties, or
trap defects or dopants. Unfortunately, for important materials
such as AlN and InN, our knowledge remains scarce by lack
of dedicated studies. As far as we know, Kioseoglou et al.
investigated two possible stoichiometric screw configurations
in AlN [25]. More recently, a single configuration was tested
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in AlGaN and InGaN [17]. Not all dislocation geometries
revealed by works on GaN have been studied in AlN and InN.
It is also not possible to exclude that new stable configurations
could be found for these two materials.
To address this issue, we have performed a comprehensive
study of prismatic screw dislocations in AlN and InN, using
state of the art first-principles calculations, including the use
of a hybrid exchange correlation functional. In particular, we
have investigated a large number of possible configurations for
dislocation cores, taking into account nonstoichiometry. These
calculations revealed that, in AlN (InN), the lowest energy
configuration for Al-rich (In-rich) conditions is an Al-filled
(In-filled) hexagon-centered structure, respectively. For AlN
and intermediate growth conditions, an open bond-centered
geometry is found to be the most stable, like for GaN. Two
original configurations, with N-filled cores, are discovered in
this work in N-rich conditions and for AlN. A different picture
is obtained for InN, since two bond-centered geometries, with
either a N-filled or a full stoichiometric core, are found to
be of low energy for intermediate and N-rich conditions,
respectively. Both atomic and electronic structures of all these
most stable dislocation cores are described.
In the remainder of this paper, the first-principles calcula-
tions are first detailed, followed by a description of the model
and how dislocation core initial geometries are generated. The
energetics of all calculated geometries are then reported in a
third section. The next two sections deal with a description
of the atomic and electronic structures of the most stable
configurations. Our main findings are then discussed, followed
by a concluding section.
II. METHODOLOGY
Our calculations have been carried out in the framework of
density functional theory with wave functions developed on
a plane-waves basis set. In the case of aluminum nitride, the
Quantum Espresso [32] package has been used for performing
calculations. Exchange and correlation contributions were
computed within the generalized gradient approximation while
using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) functional
[33], and the electron-ion interactions were described by
employing the full-potential projector augmented wave (PAW)
method [34]. A plane-waves cutoff of 544.2 eV was found to
be sufficient for an accurate determination of the properties
of bulk AlN in the wurtzite structure (Table I). The small
TABLE I. Lattice constants (a0 and c0, in Å), enthalpy of for-
mation (H 0f , in eV), and electronic band gap (Eg , in eV), for bulk
AlN and InN, compared to reference values. AlN values have been
calculated using GGA-PBE except for the band gap with is determined
using the HSE06 functional. InN values have been calculated using
LDA.
a0 (Å) c0 (Å) H 0f (eV) Eg (eV)
AlN 3.127 5.013 −2.80 5.28
Ref. 3.11 [26] 4.98 [26] −(3.23–3.32) [27,28] 6.03 [29]
InN 3.5542 5.7205 −0.778 0.85
Ref. 3.537 [27] 5.704 [27] −(0.18–1.52) [27,30] 0.7 [31]
overestimation of lattice parameters compared to experiments
is usual for GGA-PBE calculations and well documented in
the literature [35]. We also determined the heat of formation
of AlN, by comparing the total energies of bulk AlN and Al,
and of a N2 molecule. The calculated value is 12%–15% lower
than in experiments, which is also a known feature of semilocal
exchange correlation functionals [36]. Note also that thermal
and zero-point contributions are lacking in our calculations,
whereas experimental values are obtained at room temperature.
The inability of DFT-GGA to reproduce electronic band
gaps is well known, and one possible way to circumvent this
issue is to use hybrid functionals. In this work, we determine
the electronic structure of the dislocation cores by performing
subsequent calculations with the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE06) hybrid functional [37,38]. Since the computational
cost of the latter is much higher than standard GGA-PBE
calculations, only the electronic structure is computed, with no
additional ionic relaxations. One of us has previously shown
that this approach leads to negligible errors in the case of
dislocations in GaN [23]. The wurtzite bulk AlN band gap
computed with HSE06, reported in Table I, is about 12%
lower than the experimental value. This is to be contrasted
with standard GGA-PBE calculations which underestimate the
experimental value by 33%.
Indium nitride calculations have been carried out using the
ABINIT code [39]. In this particular case, we have taken
advantage of the existence of specifically designed local
density approximation (LDA) pseudopotentials [40], which
can accurately reproduce the electronic band gap of indium
nitride. For that purpose norm-conserving Trouiller-Martins
pseudopotentials have been utilized [41]. The PW92 exchange
and correlations functional was adopted [42]. We have included
In-4d electrons in the valence and we found that a plane-
waves energy cutoff of 952.4 eV was a good compromise
between accuracy and computational cost. Table I reports the
calculations results for InN of the same quantities as for AlN.
Obviously, both lattice constants and electronic band gap are
in excellent agreement with reference data. For the formation
enthalpy, although an experimental consensus is lacking, our
calculated value lies in the middle of the measurements range
[27,30].
Since we aim at investigating dislocations, it is equally im-
portant to assess the reliability of our computational setup for
mechanical properties. In Table II, we compare the calculated
elastic constants with data available in the literature. For AlN,
we obtained values slightly lower than experiments, but overall
in good agreement with experiments. In the case of InN, there
is an important dispersion among published data, because it
is difficult to grow this material without defects and with a
TABLE II. Calculated elastic constants (in GPa) for bulk AlN and
InN, compared to the literature.
C11 C12 C13 C33 C44
AlN 378 126 98 359 113
Ref. [43] 345–410 125–148 99–120 388–395 118–125
InN 232 124 106 232 49
Refs. [44,45] 190–298 85–120 70–121 182–278 10–89
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width sufficient enough to carry out dedicated experiments.
Nonetheless, our calculated values are in the range of reported
data. The information gathered in Tables I and II indicates that
our computational setup is appropriate to compute dislocation
core properties in AlN and InN.
Due to the computational cost of first-principles calcu-
lations, especially when using hybrid functionals, those are
necessarily restricted to small system sizes. It is a critical point
in the case of the present calculations, since a dislocation is
a topological defect that induces a long range deformation
field. Several techniques have been proposed to deal with this
issue [46], each one having advantages and drawbacks. Here
we have chosen full periodic boundary conditions, for which
the dislocation displacement field is perfectly defined at the
boundaries. However, this setup implies an elastic interaction
between dislocations.
Our supercells are defined according to the following ci
vectors: c1 = n1a0x̂, c2 = n1a0/2x̂ + n2
√
3a0ŷ + c0/2ẑ, and
c3 = c0ẑ, with x̂ = 1/3[1̄21̄0], ŷ = 1/
√
3[1̄010], and ẑ =
[0001]. This specific geometry has been demonstrated to be
optimal to model screw dislocations, with minimal elastic
interaction [47,48]. Two screw dislocations of opposite Burg-
ers vectors (b = ±c0ẑ) are inserted in this supercell with a
separation n1a0/2 along x̂, by using the atomic displacements
as given by elasticity theory [49]. Applying periodic boundary
conditions results in an infinite quadrupolar array of disloca-
tions. The supercell shape and dimensions remain fixed during
relaxation. To ensure this has a negligible effect on dislocation
core properties, two different supercell sizes have been used in
this work. The first one is obtained with (n1 = 8, n2 = 2), and
the second one with (n1 = 12, n2 = 3), encompassing 128 and
288 atoms, respectively. For both systems, the Brillouin zone
is sampled using a 1 × 1 × 4 k-points grid [50].
In our calculations, ions were relaxed by using the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm, with a maximum force
criterion of 2.6 × 10−2 eV/Å. About half of the calcula-
tions have been performed with a stricter criterion of 2.1 ×
10−3 eV/Å. The two levels of convergence were compared for
selected configurations by computing the root mean square
deviation over all atomic coordinates. We found that this
quantity is lower than 0.002 Å, indicating that well relaxed
structures are already obtained using the loose force criterion.
After relaxation, we determine the stability of the different
dislocation core configurations by comparing their formation
energies Ef . Taking AlN as an example, Ef is defined as
Ef = E − nNμN − nAlμAl (1)
= E − E◦ + (n◦N − nN
)
μN +
(
n◦Al − nAl
)
μAl (2)
= E − E◦ + nNμN + nAlμAl, (3)
where E is the total energy of the supercell with dislocations,
E◦ is the bulk total energy using the same supercell, μAl and
μN are the chemical potentials of Al and N in AlN, and nAl (nN)
and n◦Al (n
◦
N) are the numbers of Al (N) atoms in the systems
with and without the dislocations, respectively. The chemical
potentials obey the following equations:
μAlN = μAl + μN (4)
= μ◦Al + μ◦N + H 0f , (5)
with H 0f the formation enthalpy of AlN, μ
◦
Al the chemical
potential of bulk aluminum, and μ◦N the chemical potential
of N in the N2 molecule (calculated at 0 K). The expression
(5) defines the range of thermodynamically allowed values for
the chemical potentials. For instance, μAl ranges from μ◦Al +
H ◦f to μ
◦
Al. Note that, experimentally, the chemical potential
values are set by the growth conditions of the material. For
AlN, we used the experimental H ◦f value since accurate data
are available (Table I). Conversely, the calculated value is used
for InN because of the lack of a well established experimental
reference.
Since μN can be expressed as a function of μAl, Ef is here
computed as a function of μAl according to the equation
Ef = E − E◦ + nN(μAlN − μAl) + nAlμAl. (6)
The same formalism is used to compute the dislocation core
formation energies in the case of InN, with Ef computed
as a function of μIn. Note that due to the small sizes of the
supercell used in our first-principles calculations, computed
formation energies include a non-negligible contribution due
to the interaction between all dislocations in the quadrupolar
array. However, this interaction is mostly elastic and is assumed
to remain the same for all configurations. It is then possible to
determine the stability by comparing the formation energies.
We tested the validity of this approach by using two different
supercell sizes. Finally, additional tests on few AlN dislo-
cation core configurations were also performed to estimate
the accuracy of electronic structure calculations. Considering
either a larger plane-waves cutoff equal to 816.34 eV or a finer
1 × 1 × 8 k-point sampling, formation energy differences of
30 meV and 3 meV were obtained, respectively.
III. MODELS
Defects in covalently bonded materials are generally char-
acterized by an abundance of possible atomic structures,
because bonds in the defect core can reconstruct in multiple
ways. This point makes more difficult the search for the most
stable configuration. Chances of success clearly increase by
considering as many as possible candidates though. In this
work, we consider 14 different initial configurations, for both
AlN and InN.
These initial structures are generated according to the
following procedure. First, different core geometries can be
obtained depending on how the elastic displacement field is
positioned relative to the wurtzite lattice. It is common to center
the field on specific positions, usually chosen as far as possible
from lattice atoms in order to minimize the strain in the core.
For instance, the center of a hexagon has been considered in
the earlier studies of dislocations in wurtzite GaN [21]. Later,
also for GaN, it has been proposed to center the core on one
covalent bond [10,22]. Both cases have been studied in this
work, the former being named A and the latter B (Fig. 1).
Different groups have attempted to perform a systematic search
for new prismatic screw core configurations in GaN by varying
the origin of the displacement field [51,52]. These studies
did not reveal new core structures with a drastically different
geometry compared to previously reported configurations. It is
also noteworthy that simply relaxing the ionic positions given
by the elastic displacement field could not always reveal the
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FIG. 1. Various relaxed AlN dislocation core configurations in-
vestigated in this work. Top panel: configurations corresponding to
dislocation center in A position, in the center of one hexagon (basal
plane projection). Bottom: configurations in B position, centered on
one bond. In both cases, different core stoichiometries have been
considered (indicated along “Al” and “N” axis), (0|0) corresponding
to the stoichiometric full core (no Al/N atoms added or removed).
energetically most stable structure. For instance, it is known
that the nondissociated 60◦ shuffle dislocation core in silicon
cannot be obtained directly by this approach [53].
Next, starting from the structures directly issued from the
elastic displacement field, the local composition of the core is
modified to generate new configurations. In fact a substantial
energy gain could be obtained if high energy core atoms,
involved in strongly distorted covalent bonds, are removed
[21,23,24]. Also, it could be energetically favored to alter the
stoichiometry of the core, by removing (or adding) only atoms
from one species. In that case, the stability of the configurations
will depend on the chemical potential values.
In this work, we consider as many as 14 different screw
dislocation cores for AlN and InN, depending on the structure
and composition (Fig. 1). They are named A or B (dislocation
core center), followed by the number of Al (In) and N atoms
added or removed. For instance, the configuration B(−2|+2)
corresponds to a bond-centered core, with two removed Al
(In) atoms and two added N atoms.
Finally, we did not consider the influence of charge on
the properties of the screw dislocation, for two reasons. The
first is that we primarily focus on the core composition, with
FIG. 2. Formation energy differences between various screw
dislocation core structures in AlN, with configuration B(−2|−2)
chosen as the reference, as a function of the Al chemical potential. Full
(dashed) lines correspond to calculations performed in small (large)
supercells. Configurations marked by an asterisk have been relaxed
in both the 128- and 288-atoms supercells. The gray area shows the
experimental range of possible lowest chemical potential values, from
μAl − μ◦Al = −3.32 eV to −3.23 eV (Table I).
an already large number of candidate configurations. The
second is related to the fact that prismatic screw dislocations
form during material growth, then before a potential doping.
Although the latter could modify the structure and stability of
the screw dislocation core, it is also probable that the configu-
ration formed during growth would be quenched. Nonetheless,
determining the influence of charge should motivate future
investigations.
IV. ENERGETICS AND STABILITY
We start with the description of the stability of the various
calculated core structures in AlN, as a function of the Al chemi-
cal potential. Figure 2 shows the formation energy differences
between all those configurations. For the highest μAl value,
i.e., in Al-rich conditions, the lowest energy configuration
is A(0|−6), represented in Figs. 1 and 4. It is obtained by
removing the nitrogen atoms in the core. This configuration is
equivalent to the Ga-filled configuration reported as the most
stable core geometry in GaN [20,21], for Ga-rich conditions.
Decreasing μAl below μ◦Al − 0.55 eV, the next most stable
configuration becomes B(−2|−2) (Fig. 1). Here the bond-
centered dislocation core is open, but with a smaller empty
volume than in the case of the well known hexagon-centered
configuration [5]. This core has also been reported as the most
stable one in GaN, but for N-rich conditions [23,24]. This core
geometry has the lowest energy for a large range of μAl. Only
when μAl < μ◦Al − 2.96 eV, a new core geometry, B(−2|0), is
obtained. This configuration, seemingly never reported before,
is characterized by a bond-centered N-filled core. Finally, for
μAl < μ
◦
Al − 3.19 eV, we found another original structure,
A(−6|0), as the most stable state. In the latter, the hexagon-
centered core contains only nitrogen atoms (Figs. 1 and 4).
Figure 2 also reveals the influence of supercell size relative
to the formation energy differences. In fact, full (dashed) lines
correspond to 128-atoms (288-atoms) supercell calculations.
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FIG. 3. Formation energy differences between various screw
dislocation core structures in InN, with configuration B(0|0) chosen
as the reference, as a function of the In chemical potential.
Although the size effect depends on the relaxed core geometry,
it is always small compared to formation energy differences.
This suggests that a 128-atoms supercell is large enough to
determine the properties of the prismatic screw dislocation.
From this conclusion, only 128-atoms supercell calcula-
tions have been carried out for InN. Figure 3 shows the forma-
tion energy differences as a function of the In chemical poten-
tial. In In-rich conditions, the lowest energy configuration is the
same as for AlN and GaN, i.e., the hexagon-centered open core
filled with In atoms (or, equivalently, a full core where only N
atoms have been removed). This core is the most stable one un-
til μIn < μ◦In − 0.44 eV, below which B(0|−2) becomes ener-
getically favored. In this geometry, the dislocation core is cen-
tered on one bond, and is characterized by a central In–In dimer.
To our knowledge, this specific configuration has not been
reported in the literature. Finally, when μIn < μ◦In − 0.64 eV,
B(0|0), i.e., a full bond-centered core, is found to have the
lowest energy. This is in stark contrast to AlN and GaN, for
which a bond-centered open core is predicted.
V. DISLOCATION CORE STRUCTURE
In this section, we describe the structural features of the
most stable dislocation core configurations for AlN and InN,
whose relaxed structures are shown in Fig. 4. For now, atoms
are assumed to be bonded according to distance criteria.
Starting with AlN and A(0|−6), the analysis of the relaxed con-
figuration reveals a significant reorganization of the aluminum
atoms in the dislocation core. Those are connected together
according to two types of bonds: one with a length of 2.53 Å and
a ẑ tilt along [0001] of 0.88 Å, and the second with a length
of 2.73 Å and ẑ equal to 2.45 Å. Each of these Al core atoms
makes a bond with a single N atom, with bond lengths ranging
from 1.91 to 1.96 Å, close to the Al–N bond distance in bulk
AlN (1.90 Å). The A(0|−6) core configuration can be viewed
as composed of two interwoven helical chains of Al atoms
along the ẑ axis, each one having a period of 2c0. Alternatively,
one could consider that the Al atoms are forming three zigzag
dimer chains along ẑ on the inner prismatic surfaces of the
dislocation core. These dimers are characterized by lengths of
FIG. 4. Perspective view of the most stable dislocation core con-
figurations for AlN (left) and InN (right), relaxed by first-principles
calculations. Nitrogen, aluminum, and indium atoms are represented
by blue, gray, and orange spheres, respectively.
2.73 Å and 2.83 Å, thus close to the first neighbors distance in
bulk aluminum (2.86 Å).
The second low energy configuration, B(−2|−2), is char-
acterized by a core free of central N and Al atoms. Since
the dislocation is centered on a bond, the void volume is
smaller than in other open core configurations like A(−6|−6)
(Figs. 1 and 4). The analysis of the relaxed structure reveals the
presence of four columns of Al–N dimers along ẑ. These dimer
bonds strengthen when core atoms are removed, according to
a mechanism that is well known for nonpolar prismatic nitride
surfaces [54,55], and also occurs for the A(−6|−6) core in
GaN [5]. These dimers are characterized by a length equal to
1.83 Å, i.e., 4% lower than the bulk Al–N distance. They are
also slightly buckled, because the Al atoms are moving closer
to the inner surfaces than the N atoms. Previous studies on GaN
concluded that this atomic organization allows for a sp2 (sp3)
character of Al (N) atoms-related states [5,55].
The B(−2|0) relaxed structure shares several characteristics
with the previously discussed B(−2|−2) configuration. In fact,
the same dimer strengthening mechanism occurs, leading to
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four lines of buckled dimers along ẑ (Fig. 4). However, the
core now contains N–N dimers. The dimer length is 1.18 Å,
that is larger than for an isolated N2 molecule with a triple bond
(1.11 Å), but also lower than the double bond length (1.25 Å).
The N–N dimer is tilted by 0.19 Å along x̂, but not along
ẑ. Furthermore, using a distance criterion only, each nitrogen
atom seems to be bonded to one Al atom on the inner core
surfaces, with a bond length of 2.10 Å. These aluminum atoms
are slightly less close to the inner surfaces than the other Al
atoms, supporting the idea of a bond with the N2 dimer.
Finally, the last AlN core configuration with low energy is
A(−6|0) (Fig. 4). It can be viewed as an open core containing
N2 dimers. The open core geometry is similar to the one re-
ported for GaN, i.e., inner surface Al and N atoms form dimers
oriented along ẑ [5]. The dimer length is 1.80 Å and it is tilted
because Al atoms are closer to inner surfaces than N atoms.
Unlike B(−2|−2) and B(−2|0), the dislocation is centered
on one hexagon, leading to six columns of Al–N dimers on
the core inner surfaces. In the core center, we observed the
formation of three N2 dimers per Burgers vector during the
relaxation. The dimer length is 1.11 Å, thus suggesting the
presence of a triple bond between nitrogen atoms. Compared
to the N2 dimers in B(−2|0), a significant tilting along ẑ is
obtained, with a height difference of 0.4 Å between the two
N atoms. Each dimer seem to be connected to the core inner
surfaces thanks to a bond with an Al atom, of length equal
to 2.1 Å. The core inner surface dimerization is only weakly
perturbed by the presence of these N2 dimers.
Now we describe the three relaxed InN low energy core
configurations. The A(0|−6) core is weakly modified during
force relaxation, and the final geometry, shown in Fig. 4, is
different from AlN A(0|−6). In fact, there is now only one
kind of In–In bond in the core, with a length of 2.84 Å. Then
the InN A(0|−6) core can still be viewed as two interwoven
helical chains of InN atoms along the ẑ axis, each one having
a period of 2c0. But there are no zigzag dimer chains along
ẑ, as for AlN. Comparing the In–In bond length with the first
neighbor distance in bulk indium (3.25 Å) suggests that this
indium core substructure is compressed into the dislocation
core.
The second stable InN configuration is B(0|−2) (Fig. 4).
It features an In–In dimer in the dislocation core, with a bond
length of 2.69 Å. The two In atoms have the same position along
ẑ, but not along x̂ with a difference of 0.3 Å. Each In atom is
bonded to two N atoms on the core inner surfaces, with bond
lengths of 2.20 and 2.22 Å, i.e., close to the In–N bond length
in bulk InN (2.18 Å). In addition, each In atom is also bonded
to two inner surface In atoms, with bond lengths of 2.77 Å
and 3.03 Å. The angles associated with these five bonds range
from 85◦ to 118◦. At last, we found that the presence of the
central In atoms prevents the strengthening of In–N dimers on
the core inner surfaces, their bond length of 2.16 Å remaining
close to the In–N distance in InN bulk.
Finally, we focus on the InN B(0|0) relaxed configuration.
Figure 4 reveals that the core is composed of In–In and N–N
dimers alternating along the dislocation line. The In–In dimer
can be compared to the central In–In dimer in the B(0|−2)
configuration. The bond length is 2.70 Å, with no tilts along
both ẑ and x̂. Like in B(0|−2), each of these In atoms appears
to be further bonded to two N atoms, with bond lengths 2.19 Å
and 2.21 Å, and to two In atoms, with bond lengths 2.87 Å and
2.99 Å. The central N–N dimer is characterized by a length of
1.26 Å, suggesting a double bond. As for In–In dimer, each of
these N atoms appears to be connected to two In atoms on core
inner surfaces, with bond lengths of 2.32 Å and 2.36 Å, thus
slightly stretched compared to the In–N bulk bond length.
VI. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
Electronic structure calculations have been studied using
calculations in the small supercell. For these analyses, the issue
lies in the alignment of electronic levels that must be performed
to have a common reference between dislocation and bulk
calculations. Two methods are commonly used. A first one
requires one to compute the average electrostatic potentials to
determine the relative shift. However, for the defected system,
the average should be computed in a weakly perturbed region.
FIG. 5. Density of states for the A(0|−6) dislocation core in
AlN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)–(d)
display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated over
the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
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In the case of defects like dislocations, inducing a long range
stress field around the core, such a region might be difficult to
find. A second approach consists in determining the shift by
comparing the lowest energy states, which are presumably not
perturbed by the presence of the defect. In the case of AlN, both
methods have been used, yielding similar results. However,
no good agreement was obtained for InN. In particular, we
found significant differences in average electrostatic potentials
depending on the selected region. Thus, for InN, the electronic
structure of dislocation cores was aligned on bulk electronic
structure by comparing low energy “d” states.
We first consider the case of the most stable dislocation
cores in AlN, starting with the A(0|−6) configuration. Figure 5
shows the computed density of states for this core structure,
revealing the presence of several states in the band gap. A first
group of occupied states with energies ranging approximately
from −2 eV to −0.2 eV corresponds mostly to Al–Al bonds
in the dislocation core, with a small contribution from states
associated to first neighbors nitrogen atoms [Fig. 5(a)].
Regarding empty states, a first group, from 0.2 eV to 1.2 eV,
corresponds to Al–Al antibonding states [Fig. 5(b)]. The next
one, displayed in Fig. 5(c), is associated to both core Al–Al
bonds and Al–N bonds in the core. Finally, states with energies
in the range of CBM appear to be related to core Al atoms, and
also to N atoms, first neighbors of the dislocation [Fig. 5(d)].
The large band gap of AlN is then almost completely filled
with dislocation core states, mostly associated to Al–Al
bonds, which are characterized by a strong dispersion
FIG. 6. Density of states for the B(−2|−2) dislocation core in
AlN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)
and (b) display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated
over the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
along the dislocation line. This result indicates a metallic
behavior along the dislocation line, a detrimental property for
nitride-based devices. Note that the presence of the metallic
states is not surprising since the distances between Al atoms
in the dislocation core are similar to those in bulk aluminum.
A similar conclusion was already drawn by Northrup for the
same dislocation core configuration in GaN [21].
The electronic structure of the second configuration of
interest for AlN, B(−2|−2), is shown in Fig. 6. Unlike the
previous one, a large part of the original band gap remains
empty of states. Dislocation occupied states are relatively close
to the VBM, and are localized mainly on N atoms surrounding
the empty center, seemingly with a “p” character [Fig. 6(a)].
A well defined peak at about 1.8 eV, i.e., 1 eV below the CBM,
corresponds to empty “p” states on low coordinated nitrogen
and aluminum atoms. Both these occupied and unoccupied
states are probably equivalent to prismatic surface states,
forming the interior of the open B(−2|−2) core. This equiv-
alence has already been proposed in the case of GaN and the
open A(−6|−6) dislocation core [5]. Compared to a prismatic
surface, the shallow character of the states is due to the
distortion arising from the dislocation. We also found a second
peak centered on the CBM, represented in Fig. 6(b), exhibiting
the same properties as the peak at 1.8 eV. Matsubara and
co-workers determined the same behavior for the B(−2|−2)
core in GaN, and demonstrated that these two peaks correspond
to the same ensemble of states, artificially splitted in two by the
large strain due to the short distance between dislocations in
FIG. 7. Density of states for the B(−2|0) dislocation core in
AlN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)
and (b) display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated
over the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
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the supercell [23]. We can then conclude that, for B(−2|−2),
all electronic states associated with the dislocation core are
shallow levels, with little influence on electronic properties.
For the B(−2|0) core geometry, a first group of states with
energies just above the VBM is identified. These states bear a
resemblance with those observed at equivalent energies for the
B(−2|−2) core, although they appear to be more delocalized
in the vicinity of the core [Fig. 7(a)]. These states are mostly
localized on nitrogen atoms, first and second neighbors of the
dislocation core. Two splitted small peaks are also present
close to the CBM, with a similar localization, as for B(−2|−2).
Now, unlike B(−2|−2), the presence of the central N–N dimers
induces unoccupied states for energies ranging from 0 to 1 eV
[Fig. 7(b)]. Those latter are located on the core nitrogen atoms,
and exhibit a clear π∗ character. Such antibonding orbitals are
in agreement with the analysis made in the previous section,
concluding to the presence of a double bond in the N–N dimer.
The DOS for the last stable AlN screw core configuration is
shown in Fig. 8. For this core, shallow occupied states appear
FIG. 8. Density of states for the A(−6|0) dislocation core in
AlN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)–(d)
display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated over
the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
located on noncentral N atoms, which are characterized by a
lower coordination than in bulk [Fig. 8(a)]. These states are
similar to those obtained for the “open” A(−6|−6) core. The
salient feature of the B(−6|0) dislocation core is the presence
of empty levels, clearly identified as π∗ molecular orbitals,
deep into the gap (two peaks at approximately 1 eV and 2 eV)
[Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)]. Finally, the analysis of the peak located
just above the CBM reveals empty p states on (i) N atoms at
the apparent loose end of the N–N dimer and (ii) underco-
ordinated atoms forming the interior of the dislocation cores
[Fig. 8(d)].
In the previous section, we tentatively conclude that the
central N–N dimers are in fact close to N2 molecules. To
confirm this point, we analyzed the electronic structure of
an isolated N2 molecule. It shows that the maximum charge
density between the two N atoms is 4.93 e−Å−3. In the
case of the N–N dimer in the dislocation core, the maximum
charge density is found to be very close, equal to 4.79 e−Å−3,
which confirms our point. We also discussed the presence
of a bond between this N–N dimer and an aluminum atom,
with a separation slightly larger than the Al–N bond in bulk
AlN. Comparing the maximum charge density in bulk AlN
(3.17 e−Å−3) and for this bond (3.64 e−Å−3) indicates that
there is a real ionocovalent bond between Al and the N2
molecule in the dislocation core.
We now turn to indium nitride, and first to the A(0|−6)
configuration shown in Fig. 9. The electronic gap is
FIG. 9. Density of states for the A(0|−6) dislocation core in
InN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)
and (b) display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated
over the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
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FIG. 10. Density of states for the B(0|−2) dislocation core in
InN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)–(c)
display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated over
the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
completely filled with states originating from the dislocation
core. Those are σ bonding states localized on the central
indium atoms [Fig. 9(a)]. Another related group of elec-
tronic states, associated to energies from 0.8 eV to 1.6 eV,
corresponds to π∗ antibonding orbitals, also localized on
central In atoms [Fig. 9(b)]. Like for AlN and GaN, these
states suggest a metallic behavior along the dislocation line.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the highest occupied level
has a higher energy than the CBM, a feature which is also
found for threading edge dislocations in InN and attributed
to undercoordinated In atoms [15,16]. It implies that the
dislocation will supply electron carriers to the conduction band
of InN.
The second stable core in InN, B(0|−2), shares the same
property, i.e., its highest occupied level has an energy above
the CBM. We found a first group of shallow levels, until
about 0.5 eV above the VBM (Fig. 10). They correspond to
both p-like orbitals localized on nitrogen first neighbors of
the dislocation core center and σ orbitals localized on In–In
central bonds [Fig. 10(a)]. At higher energies, there is a peak
centered on the CBM, associated mainly with bonding states
involving the central In atoms [Fig. 10(b)]. Finally, our analysis
reveals unoccupied levels associated with the dislocation core,
for energies ranging from 0.85 eV to 1.45 eV in Fig. 10.
These resonant states are originating from dangling bonds on
In atoms, first neighbors of the central In atoms [Fig. 10(c)].
States localized on nitrogen atoms with s- and p-like character
also apparently contribute to these levels.
At last, Fig. 11 shows the electronic structure for the B(0|0)
dislocation core in InN. The density of states is character-
ized by several merged peaks, from −0.35 eV to 0.25 eV.
The corresponding states seem to be rather similar to those
FIG. 11. Density of states for the B(0|0) dislocation core in
InN, showing the highest occupied electronic level (ε), as well as
the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum
(CBM) of perfect bulk, after alignment. The additional figures (a)–(c)
display isosurface representations of the local DOS, integrated over
the energy range corresponding to the dashed frames. Bulk Fermi
level is set to 0 eV.
identified for slightly lower energies and the B(0|−2) core
[Figs. 10(a) and 11(a)]. However, the dispersion is stronger,
and as a result, the InN bulk band gap is fully filled with
dislocation-related states. One then may expect a metalliclike
behavior along the dislocation line. Furthermore, the large
peak in the range 0.25–0.7 eV is different to the one centered
at CBM for the B(0|−2) core. In fact, the left part of the
peak, centered on CBM, is associated to π -like states localized
on the central N–N dimers [Figs. 11(b)]. The right part of
the peak appears to correspond to σ -like states from the
In–In dimers [Figs. 11(c)]. As for A(0|−6) and B(0|−2), we
found that the highest occupied level has an energy above the
CBM.
VII. DISCUSSION
Our first-principles calculations revealed several original
stable configurations for the prismatic screw dislocation in AlN
and InN, increasing our knowledge for these materials to the
same level as for gallium nitride. We now aim at comparing
screw dislocations for all three materials and tentatively ex-
plaining the sequence of stable dislocation cores. For GaN,
we refer to the results from the work of Matsubara et al. [23],
which have been obtained in a similar theoretical framework
as ours.
The general properties of AlN, GaN, and InN are well
known [56]. They are characterized by a strong ionic character,
like II-VI materials, and exhibit a mechanical behavior similar
to IV-IV ceramic systems like diamond or SiC. Concerning ion-
icity, AlN is characterized by the highest value, while GaN and
InN are alike. One may then expect significant charge transfers
into the dislocation core, especially for nonstoichiometric
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FIG. 12. Schematic view of the most stable prismatic screw
configurations in AlN, GaN, and InN, as a function of the chemical
potential.
configuration. Elastic constants are close and very high for
AlN and GaN, whereas InN is softer. Overall, bonds in III-N
systems are strong and rigid, and reconstruction mechanisms
in the core, lowering strain energy, can be anticipated. At last,
the electronic band gap is very high for AlN, intermediate for
GaN, and small for InN.
Despite these differences, it is remarkable that the same
configuration is found for a prismatic screw dislocation in
all three materials for III-rich conditions (Fig. 12). In fact,
our calculations undoubtedly show that the A(0|−6) core is
the most stable one, like in GaN [20]. In the A family, the
screw dislocation is centered on one hexagon formed by
alternating III and N atoms. Removing these atoms greatly
relieves the large shear strains in the dislocation core. This
is especially important for III-N materials like AlN and GaN
with rigid ionocovalent bonds, as explained in the previous
paragraph. In all three materials, A(0|−6) can be obtained by
removing N atoms while leaving III-type atoms. For AlN and
GaN, the significant displacement of Al and Ga atoms during
relaxation suggests that an optimal configuration is obtained.
However, we do not observe a similar phenomenon for In
atoms during the relaxation of the A(0|−6) core in InN. One
then cannot exclude that a lower energy configuration might be
obtained by slightly decreasing the number of In atoms in the
core. For all three materials, the A(0|−6) core configuration
possesses a metalliclike electronic structure where almost no
gap is present. The defect related unoccupied energy levels are
associated with delocalized states running, as helices, along
metal atoms belonging to the six-atoms ring [3]. This extended
metallization gives rise to conduction channels which allow the
screw dislocations to provide pathways to leakage currents in
III-N based electronic devices.
Now progressing towards N-rich conditions, we observe a
change of the most stable core for approximately the same
chemical potential value for GaN and InN, −0.42 eV and
−0.44 eV, respectively. The B(0|−2) geometry can also be
viewed as an open core subsequently filled with III atoms,
but it is now centered on a bond (B family). For AlN, its
energy is slightly too high to be stable; otherwise it would
appear for approximately the same chemical potential value
(Fig. 2), again marking the similarities between all three III-N
materials.
The next most stable configuration for AlN and GaN,
B(−2|−2), is like the previous one, but with the central III
atoms removed. Such an open core allows for a preserved
gap, with only shallow levels. Interestingly, it corresponds
to a high energy in InN, for which the full bond-centered
core B(0|0) is predicted instead. It seems that, in the case
of InN, the distortion energy gain obtained by removing
central atoms is not compensated by the energy cost associated
to the core internal surface creations. It can probably be
explained by the relative softness of InN compared to AlN and
GaN.
Finally, we found two stable nitrogen filled dislocation
cores for AlN in N-rich conditions, one centered on a bond
[B(−2|0)] and the other centered on a hexagon [A(−6|0)]. They
appear as open structures with enough space to accommodate
nitrogen dimers. Those are in fact nitrogen molecules either
with a double bond between the N atoms and bonded to
two Al atoms [B(−2|0)] or with a triple bond and bonded
to a single Al [A(−6|0)]. These electronic configurations are
possible because of the high ionicity of AlN, with nitrogen
atoms easily capturing electrons from aluminum atoms. The
presence of these N2 molecules leads to deep levels in the
electronic gap, suggesting that screw dislocations in these
configurations should act as radiative recombination centers.
These two configurations are obtained for very low values of
chemical potentials, only possible in AlN because of its high
formation energy. It is then highly unlikely that they could exist
in GaN and InN.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a comprehensive study of the thread-
ing screw dislocation in AlN and InN, using first-principles
calculations, two materials for which we had little knowledge
of this extended defect. Taking into account insights gained
for GaN, a large number of possible configurations was tried,
with a variable stoichiometry. These calculations allowed for
determining the most stable dislocation cores for different
experimental growth conditions. For both AlN and InN, new
configurations are predicted compared to the current state of
the art. An Al-filled (In-filled) dislocation core involving a
metalliclike behavior along the dislocation line is predicted
in Al-rich (In-rich) conditions in AlN (InN). Other stable
dislocation cores in InN are characterized by the partial or
complete closure of the gap and the injection of electrons
into the bulk conduction band. Finally, we report two original
dislocation geometries for AlN in N-rich conditions, in which
the core is seemingly filled with nitrogen molecules. Electronic
structure analysis revealed that these two core geometries
introduce deep levels in the electronic gap.
Future investigations should be aimed at determining the
influence of dopants or other impurities on the properties of
these dislocations. Another interesting research direction could
be ternary alloys like InGaN and AlGaN, two materials with
great prospect of applications.
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